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(as used in (14]) but analogous to irreducibility ‘~~~st ract 
in Markov chain theory , and which guarantees that

In this paper we conside r the behavior for the invariant measure has a certain isotro pic
large t of the solutions of Ito equations of the property fo r (x H  large .
form

dx — Axdt+E Bixdwi+Egjdwi 
2. Motivation

We recall here a few examples from (14) and
In particular we investigate properties of the in— some comeents. For the scaler Ito equation

~~~~ varian t measures of such systems and describe a dx • axdt+b xdwcertain isotropic characteristic of the invarian t
measure , there is an invarian t measure given by

K(ct ,B) a = b 2 /c~ ; 3 — l—a 2 /b 2
0( x) — 2(ax +1)Introduction

~~ The st eady stream of papers on bilinear provided c # 0 and a < 0. We see in this case that
systems in recen t years is due in part to the very only a finite nurber of moments exist for the limi t
general nature of this class of systems and in part Lag distribution , regardless of how many exist
to the rather satisfying degree to wh ich they can initially. By j uxtaposing two or more such equations

wi th different  values of B we can construct in—be analyzed. For example there are now two varian t measures for bilinear systems which havedi f fe rent kinds of approximation theorems [1,2 1 the formand 13 ,4 1 which illustrate the approximation of
qui te general nonlinear systems with bilinear ones Kand the re is a genera l isomorphism theorem for bi— 0(x) 2linear sys tems (5 .6 ,7] which uses controllability (a1~~+l) B1(a2 4.4~ ) B2 .
and observab tlity to prove a oniqueness theorem
for bilinear realizations. The Volter ra series is These systems are “fully elliptic” in that there
a perfectly satisfactory description of the input— are as many (in fact twice en many) independent
output asp defined by bilinear systems (8) and the Wiener processes as dim x.
realization problem for bilinear systems is now On the other han d , we show in [14 ) that the
reasonably well onderstood (9 ,10,111. In our bilinear model (*) can have a gaussian invariant
earlier paper s [12,13, 14] we have onderta ken a measure . In particular , for the Ito equation
stud y of bilinear stochastic models . In the dx — (S—bb ’)xdt H )xds14bdw2stochastic case the problems seem to be more
difficult and , with the exception of those resu l ts with s— ! ~2 and ~ both skew symastr ic the gaussianwhich have been ob tained by analysis of the eozen e~ measurerather little is known .

In this pap er we continue our earlier study — 
~~~~~~of the limiting probability distribution associated

with Ito equations of the form is invariant. This construction is valid for x
* r of any dimension , usuming controllability , and

dx — Axd t + ~ çxei~ + ~ g~de~ (*) hence may describe a hi~~ 1y de generate elliptic
i_i i a+l situation.

Our main results cancsrn rather precise estimates This then leads to questions about the “typical”
on the asymptotic decay (fo r large x l )  of the asymptotic behavio r of bilinear stochastic equations.

C.,) invariant measures. We introduce a new mixing In particular , we are interested in the following
condition which is stronge r than controllability question . Is it to be sxpectsd that the existence

4 ________________________ of momen ts is isotrop ic, I ... indep endent of the

• ,_, j Thi. work was s*çporte d in p r t  by ks U. S .  Office direction in a—space , as it is for the second
— of Naval bs.arch uedsr the .kint Services exuple , or is it to be expected that a diffe ren t

________________ nt~~~er of mo nta will exist depending on the~~ LL.. $lactreni cs Program C4ntrsctJi
~~9~~.t ~~~~~hIrz4 

direct ion as in the first s~~~~ lst Our resultsthe Aimp Macarch Of fics uedsrme hers show that the firs t alternative is the ruleC.,01..
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V and the second is in some sense exceptional, thus we are isolating th. condition under which we
can determine any pth moment from the time histo ry

3. )4~ment ~~servabi1ity of any other ~th moment.  Only observational vectors
of the form cip) , a rather thin subset of allThe main tools available so far to study bi-

linear stochastic equations are the associated (~‘~~~1) vectors, have meaning in this context.
m o n t  equations and certain ideas from controll— Recall that a set of square matrices 

~
Bjt ~ability and bypoellipticity. We recall from 114) said to act irreducibly if there is no change ofthat if we introduce basis such that they all take the form

~ 1 
(n+P—l ) 

—

0 822]

[0

2x1 x
2 1

It should be clear that if {B } is reducible then

then fl 
j is also~as is the whole asaociative

algebra generated by the Bj ’a or the B
Thus we see that the following leone i~~~hid.

— ( (A— E 48~) 1 1+E l( 8 )
2~~.,1(P) Leona 1: A necessary condition for p—moment

observability of (*) is that (A ,B1,82.. . 8 1
should act irreducibly.

+ c~tX
t” 21 

In order to develop additional intuition about
where the meaning of (p) ie to be derived from the question of p—moment observability we point
expressing the derivative of zip) along solutiona out that for (A ,b,c) of appropriate dimensions

Aof x — Px as Atb>) P — <c~~~,e (p] t
b (pJ >(<c ,e

x — Fx <—> ~~~ x~~~ — P x~
’3 but that if[~ 1 At,0> — ~ o~e~~~)<C ,e(See (11—14 ) for more details.) The matrix C is i—iconstructed in 1141. then

We recall that for A a square matrix and c <~ (p) 5~ (p)
t~ 1p) > — 

A

a vector , the pair (A,c) te called observable if (Za~e t )
c is a cyclic vector for A’ . This is necessary (A +A +.. .+A ) tii i2 ipand sufficient for the initial State of the free — LB(j i  . .i)~dynamical system

• Ax; y — <c ,y > Thus if the in nuzaber p—fold sum. of the
to be determinable from the observation of y and aigsnvalu.s are distinct then the triple
it i~ sufficient to insure that y( .)  is bounded
on (0 ,” ) if and only if eAt x(0) is bounded on (A

1~~,b~~
l.c hI’J ) is controlla ble and observable

(0 ,” ). by well known linea r sys tem theo retic arguments .
This leads to the foll owing conclusion .In two dimensions it happen. that for some

matrices A , any c ~ 0 giv es an observable pair. Ls 2: If A has distinct uigenvaluss say
~tr e prec isely, in this case if A has co~~lax A1, A2 , .  . . ,A~ and if th. p—fold s, of these
eigenvaluss and c is nonzero then (A ,c) is an
observable pair (we are aas~~~ng A and c are de— elgenva lues are di.tth çt then b is a cyclic vector
fined over the real f ield ). However, for diman— for A if and only if bIPI is a cyclic vector for
stone greater than 2 there is for each A, vsctors A 1~ 1. Likewise c is a cyclic vector for A’
c (A) such that c(A) 5 not zero and yet (A ,c (A)) is if and only if c t

~
1 is a cyclic vector for A’Ip ),not an observable pair. We mike these co snts by We now address the question of existence ofway of contras t to what follows . p—moment observable sys t e .

Consider the Ito equation (a) and the Theorem 1: The stocha stic equationassociated moment equation (1’). We foc us atten-
tion on the homogeneous part of the noment equation. dx - Axdt+8sde1+~è,2 (5* )The Ito equation ( * )  will be called p—mo~~~tobservable if for every c ~ 0 th. pair is generically p—moment observable.

( (A— 4 ~~~~~~ + 4 ~~~~~~~~~ d Il’) ) kmsrk: What vs mime by this ii that ther e is an
open and dense siè.s t of 7’~ 

‘ ~~~~ *fl such that
Le observable. What this definition n.m . is this, for A end 8 in this sob set vs have p—mo~~~t
Note that (ass (12)) obs.r vabiiity .

P roof ; Th, set of A’ s which have no repastud

so that ei~.nvsluss is on open and dense mit. If the
sigenvaluss of A are uarsp.st.d we can put it in

- ‘cc~~
1, 1xtl’~> dia.onal fern. In this case A

1~ 3 i• also diagenal.
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The invariant aubapacee of A in this case are just One reason thi, result seem. interesting i,
the stthspace. characterized by vectors with a that it points out more precisely what form. the
certain number of zero components. There are , of invariant measures for bilinear stochastic systems
course 2 ’  such eubapacee corresponding to all can take . Zn particular it can be used as a guide
possible way, of fixing ze ro elements. Now con— in attempting to find series expansions for the
aider the moment equations invariant measure. .

• 
~~~~~~ 4a

l)~~~+4(B1 1 )
2
]~~x

(P ) +G x~~~
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